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DELVIAU BEHLND	 SCMTES OF TnE DEATH OF =IAN RAM=A

"Stefan Bandera, who participated in the Lvov crimes, was poisoned 15 October by

potassium cyanide. This fact was established after an autopsy by the Munich in-

stitute of forensic medicine."

MiLDIER ZEITUNG
20 October 1959

The foregoing is how Soviet journalist Walter Belayev begins his article under

the title of The Concealed Always Becomes Evident" which was pUb1ished in the news.-

paper; FOR RESURN TO THE SMELAHD (Ukrainian-langaage edition) issue 116. 82/371,

October 1959; page 4. The Sadden death of the leader. of the Zch/OUN/B, on 15 October

.1959, as- a result of potassium cyanide poisoning, as might be expected, .started a lot

of speculation regarding the causes oethis incident. The various versions, which

in the beginning were very obscure, later became somewhat more conci .ete and even plau-

bible.

,Raving arrived ia bbnich almost a.thOnth after the death or S. Bandera, at the in-

vitation Of the 58 chief, Ivan Eashuba; for the purpose of "privately 'investigating

thiS affair," •I heard the following More or less logical versions.

1 . Stefan Dandera WaS poisoned,by Gehlon's German security organization at the

reqUest of the 3:inister for Refugee Affairs, Prof. Dr. TheodoreOberlaender, former

participant in the Lvov murders.



2. Stefan Pandera was poisoned by the Comr,lunizecauseno laintinea etnCoa-Qt5

with the Uhraine end until hi3 vef,:y thelibeation .7,trueel•in the Ulasine.

This story had two different angles:

a. The potassium cyanide wan forced on Bar.dera in the elevator in the
building where he lived., and,

•

b. The cyanide was in some manner given to Banters by one of biz closest
associates who war a CormUnist aqent.

• •

3. Stefan Bandera was poisoned by one id g,. allief of tc- 52, nyron.!Aatviyeyko,

who supposedly had been in Germany for the past	 weeks and with when S. Pandora

was reported to bave secretly met.

4. Stefan Pandora was poisoned• by his former associate and present strong politi-

cal opponent Mykola Lebed 	

5. Stefan Benders committed suicide by taking cyanide.

Each of these versions had some plausibility and at first there was so much basis

for each one that it was-possible to accept any one version as the truth.

Let us now examine them more carefully.

1. Stefan Bandera was poisonea by dehlen's group at the specific direction of .

,Prof. Dr. Oherlaender.

This is the COMmunist version which wab not only widely publicized in the

USSR and all the satellite countries, but also in thQ CommuniSt and pro-ComMunist

circles in the West.	 ,

In order to know why the eommuniat spread' this version, it i5 necessary to,

1.06% ihteAbe,pOliticalhappenises of at .least the past year. As early as late. 1958,

and early 1959 the Soviet press in4Sigenthe neWspeper, FOR-BETUaN TO THE.EONELAND,

Started. an extensive provocation Against the Ukrainian legion EACHTIGAL which, accord-
,:	 •

ine to the Soviet press, was composed mostly* members of the OUN and Was organized •
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at the request of Stefan Bandera in collaboration with German counterintelligence,

and committed mass murders of Polish intelligentsia in Lvov in June of 19i. In the

early articles regarding the FIACHTIGAL there was no mention made of Prof. Theodore

Oberlaender. The articles were about 'Sanders, Shukhevich, Hrynoich and others; but
1f4-u.:e

exclusively Ukrainians. In the meantime, in the spring or 1959, in addition to the

earlier version about the crimes in Lvov, former lieutenant and present German Minister

for Refugees, prof. Dr. Theodor Oberlaender,was mentioned as a "politruk" and

"Uachtigalist" who, according to the Soviets, was responsible for the murders of Polish

intelligentsia in Lvov, although the murders were actually committed by individual le-

gionnaires. The Communists must have brought Oberlaender into the picture for the

following reasons: During 1959 the Communist started to put pressures" on the Bonn -

Government to establish diplomatic ties with satellite courAries, and especially with

Poland and Czechoslovakfl. Pretests against such ties were 0.de by so-called Lmadamann-

schaften from /1.c!1and and Czechoslovakia, and by Prof. Oberlaepder as Minister for Refugee

Affairs. The Bonn Government joined their protests. Therefore the Communists were deter-

mined to do away with Oberlaender and started their pressures 'against him, 'blaming him

for the murders in Lvov.

The qommunist : agitators were successful also in .getting art cles against Prof. Ober-

laender into the West German .press, DIE . TAT, 23 September 1959. Vkidoubted/,y is.lSo under

the influence of Communist agents,. on 25 September 1959, the FRI ,prepnizationof those

persecuted by the Nazi . regime (Communist control) brought formal Ic p6e -cution into Bonn
,

courts against Oberlaender, requesting iffirestigation into his case\ In addition, 'the

left wing, , socialist press also joined this movement.

However, all Attacks made against Prof. Oberlaender were always 'iquade in connection

with the Ukrainian nationalist legion VACHTIGAL.
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Suddenly Bandera dies, and immediate ly there is the story that he was poisoned

unaer specific orders from Oberlaender who, it is said, wanted to get rid of an

inconvenient witness, insofar as he (-)beriaender) ;ins concerned.. According to the

Soviet Press, Bandera as a partici pant in the murders in Lvov, would have been able

to testify against Oberlaender.

the Communist version is pri=itive and O nes not stand up against criticism because:

If Bandera was a participant in the Lvov murders, or more specifically the MkCITITGAL,

which was organized at his request, then it is clear that he could only have defended

Prof. Oberlaender in order to proteet himself. Lo,gic would indicate otherwise; i.e.,

the BOB wanted to do away with Bandera who would have been able to testify in defense

of Prof. Oberlaender. In defense of the Soviet version, we have a somewhat obscure

coincidence. Since the middle of September German investigative forces. (it is still

not clear -whether they were Gehlen people or the Bundesamt far Verfassugnschutz) were

talking about meeting with Stefan Bandera. As a result such a meeting did take place

on 14 October 1919 in the Bayerischer Hof in Munich. There were three German intel-

ligence men whose names are not icoo-en to me. The following from the Zch/OUN were pre- •

sent: Stefan Bandera, Yaroslav Bentsal, General Secretary of the Zch/OUN and Dr.

Vas:kovych.

t	 The conversation concerned the cooperation of the Zeh/OUN with Getman intelligence,

/T financial subsidy by the Germans, and in Particular about-the.continuation of ch/OiJil

ties with the Homeland. The German accepted all the suggestions made by the Zch/OUN

and promised all sorts of aid. Stefan Bandera was very satisfied with the results of

the talks.



The or.nizer of this meetins was . Yalav rientsal who maintains liaison between

the Zch/OUE and the Germans. Zenon Pelensky also was supposed to have played a role

in this meeting, or at least he had been well informed about the meeting.

The meeting endeObout 24 hours . befUre Band era dietith a ddnner at the Dayerischer.'

Jul these present ordered 	 the mentis•but Stefan Sandera ordered cocoa instead of

coffee:

The question arises whether the Soviets oeeor about this reet. , n q

therefore altered their version of the :tory On the death of to coincide with

this? Was there a Soviet agent present among the Ger6an marticipants? Did the Soviets

learn about, the meeting only after the fact, and did they independently announce their

olrn version of the event of Eandenes deat? Th3 fact is that the Soviet versibn takes

on a-new roaning for those who were present durins, the German-Ukrainian reet.ing.

German crimjno 1niots ,31. ,2 e,i440. any possibility for the cyanide poisoning of Bandera

during the dinner; either by the German participants or by any of the hotel waiters or

kitchen help.

I am not a chemist : end therefore it is difficult for ?ra to say whether it is posr

:Able for potassium , cyanide in capsule form to become effective only after 24 hours.

In answer to 4y ,qUestion.uhether the Zch/OUN had completetrast in the Germans who par-

ticipated in the meeting,,the Zeh/DVE/SH chief 'stateLthat they have absolUte'trust in

two of the individuals but there can be sere reservations insofar as the third was Con- .

cerned; . , (He--the third man--lives in Ihnich and considers himself a specialist in

Ukrainian affairs,) He was the one who requested such a me 'eting he held.

As I learned after I started to write this report, there were only two German intel-

ligence Men present at the meetipgand not three as :Cashuha had told me. This means

that either 1:ashuba did not Know how many Germans were present or he purposedly cave

me false information. A. F-e, the Carman political criminal ?once coMmisioncr,

n.advanee



assured me that after investigation of tir" above-mentioned Germans, the criminal police

eempletely excluded. them from havins anything to ,fo with Bandera's death. Besides that:

a cyanide capsule would have become effective much sooner than 24 hours later. The., '-

fore, the Soviet account will not stand up to the criminal police in vestigation report.

personally am of the same opinion.

Sow let us . go to the second version. St,fan Pandora was pOiscned by Soviet agent,-

There are two versions to this account:

Soviet agents forced the capsule on Bandera on the stairs of his home, and

•	 b. one ofBandera's close associates from the Zch/OUN gave him the potassiuM
cyanide in the form of candy or fruit.

The 'first version was the one most speculated on by the Banderites. • They even talked

about two individuals who were supposed to have gotten out of the elevator just about

the time of Bandera's death and run away.- The Banderites even stated that two such in-

dividuals were seen to have been acting as if they were-surveilling Bandera during the •

last fey days before. his death, even when he drove out to the woods to:piek'Mushrooms. .

According to the police, , however, there was no evidence foUnd (after queStioning resi-

dents and neighbors) of two men leaving the premises at the time of Bandera's death and

there were no signs of violence found on Bandera'S body. A neighbor of Bandera stated

that he didn't hear any noises or fOotsteps other than Bandera's. AlsO, according to the

neighbor, ther.re:were no slgns . that the elevator hadjen in use at that particular time

The basket of fruit which stood beside Bandera'a.body witnessed . the fact that he had

carefully set it down. his basket would have fallen to the ground and the fruit would

have been scattered if there had been any otruggle.
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The German criminal police experts state that thace was no act of violence on the

stairs. This also was my humble opinion after I had gathered the facts. This version

was idly spread by the Banderites on the first and second days following Bandera's death

and they took ill> various details during the funeral servidc.

The second version is thet Bandera was poisoned by KGB agents in the Zch/OUN by

giving the potassium cyanide to Bonder either in some candy or fruit.	 This version was

from the very beginning denied j:7 the Eanderites but, at the some time, most thoroughly

investigated by the German police and by me personally.

In order to better understand this version it is necessary to vhsider the following

facts.. On she moaning of 15 October 1939 about tan minutes t6 ei it Vasilf.,Ninovs'ky

(true name Skoidra)i one of the SE guards .,w.aited by the home of Staten Bandera: Five

minutes t2 eight Bandere left his home, walked Over to the garage and drove out Irith hib

ear to Zepptlinstrasse Vasil Ninovs'ky escorted him all the any to the gate. They

entered the bilSalding together:and Benders went into his office while Binovsky went to

the printer's shop Where S1llJi MEMOEY- was already ecino assembled. About nine o'eloc

all the ocher members began co arriNei :Whether anybody entered Bander's office between

eight and nine has not bees dbtermined. T.t„sel:iba like no one did. This Means Benders

was there alone. Between the heurs of nine:4nd' .11'30 the following people encered his

office:

1. Yaroslav Bentsal
S. ' Dr.'GregoryVashkovych
3. doman bet)rts'ly	 r
4. Bvhenis Matviyeyko:	 Matviyeyko - Mak (wil6 drove off with

Benders abOut 11:30 to the market plaCe
to buy fruit.):

near,:	 four above-mentioned illntvtdenit dould hsve figured in the mucder.. Tne

permeb	 dal police and I personal]:' devoted special attention	 them.
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Let us work with them individually. 2he 7.)ast cf Yr. Bantsal is not clear. He

was director of the Lvov theaters under the communists. This means the communist trusted

hiss. Why? About a year ago he was visited by an old thaater.friend from Lvov who urged

him to return to the homeland. He brought with him a book about e -daafather whom

the communists consider a celebrated. artist. Bentsal told the SB about this meeting. The

SB planned to have Bentsal meet with the Soviet again in a room where they would instal/ a

microphone. However, the courier from Lvov refused to meet in the room, and he talked to

Bentsal out on the street 'where no witnesses were present. Then he returned to Lvov. It

is difficult to say whether or not Genteel told the SB everything that was said anriag

this conversation.

Bettsal's wife, Nadia nee Lototska, is a pharmacist and 'works in a German apothecary

where she has access to potassium cyanide. Theoretically there are possibilities that

Bentsal could have been a party to the murder of Benders,. For some reason I excluded this

possibility from the very beginning. . The fact that the KGB tried to get him to Lvov is not

sufficient proof that he would have destroyed Bandera. The KGB couldn , t blackmail him be.%

cause he has no relatives in the homeland. Eventually they could have revealed his role

in the theatre but he could have talked hi.; way out of this..

Dr. Gregory Vashkovych: Neither I personally nor the criminal police could find even

the slightest probability that he could have been in touch with the KGB.

The same could. be Said about Boman Behrytancy. The sp would sooner be willing to say

that Raman Debryts'ky could be an American agent rather than a Soviet agent.

Evhenia Matviyeyko	 She was suspected. most by the German police and by me..

The following were the reasons. Iy personal reason: Probably nobody beside me knows that

*khalifs Horodests'ky, the brother-in-law of Evhenia Koshulunska Matviyeyko. ■.;.- -.Mak,'after

the arrival of the communist6in Lvov in October 1939, was promoted to commandant of the

militia in Lvov. He remained in this position until the arrival of the Germans in Lvov in

late June or early July 1941. He went to the east together with the NKTD. Ia 1944 he re-

turned to Lvov and is :Ain there.	 khsito orodets'I:y is a simple cabinet maker.
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f instruotea boo on hov to go abcut 	 thi*.	 reward: :,:atyiye:/ko .,..otald live.

Dvhenia Altviyeyko-,4,a1: ao tho last pe.,sor, to be atone with Eanders. :ore p2ecifically:

. I Approximately 12 :2,0 Banaera	 the o.,:f;.,..o*	 aiL,LiCf,: IM-2.11.Y.i."' and asJ ,,ed Evbenta

:latviyeyi:o-d.lal : to co with him to the-market E.o' buy some fruit. 8 .he refused three times

stating that she wasn't in the Mood and that She 'didn't:need anything. Handers. insisted„
.	 ..	 • •

statine that she Should et least:',eo 'to; :72'cp burn. 	 the agreO to 	 only : after the
.1

other employees kept urging her.

At the maricet ,..ball lized"ro.a	 -zreen. tores oes for pie4, 1 1w7.,L-,,-rapes and.Plum<.

As was his . habit, he tasted all the	 thexCeption',.pf the green tomatoes.

Eandera was in a very 0:kid mood and w-hen	 began to eiprets her con-

, Cefil about her ;husband he boosted her spirits, sag that everything was going to be all

t right and that -MYron.Eatviyeykbaccording to his laSt message, 'would be in . 'clermapy at

the latest in 1960, •

About 12:3P . thei . .returned to Zeppelinstrasta 	 Evhenia iiatviyeyot*ii toOk the' bag

of walnuts which , *he purchased and, waking UP.-the Stairs, called to Bandera, "Wsit a'

moment, I Will tell Vasil.. rInd6 9q- to etcort yoU home." Bandera replied, • "HY. the -time

ii. inovs 'Icy comet down . rill he home. I'll be seeing you,' He stepped . on the gas and

' drove o-Pf. -forty minutez later he dropped dead on • the -stairs -of"his home,



What Pandera did during these 40 minutes is hard to Say. l',verything pointr

to the fact that he was deatained someplace for at least 15-20 minutes, because if

be drove directly home he would have been there within 20 minutes. One thing points

to the fact that Bander either returned once again to the market or stopped at some

store. Evhenia tt.tviyeyko-nak states that, in her presence, Bandera did not buy any

dill for 'pickling tomatoes. However, after he died there were five sprigs of dill

found in the baiket. This means that after arriving at Zeppelinstrasse he purchased

the dill someplace. Where? From whom? When?

At my request, the SB drove Bandera's car from Zeppelinstrasse to the market where

dill is sold, lingered there for several minutes and drove on to Bandera's home. The

' entire trip took 20 minutes. This means that if Bandera was at the tarket, then there
.	 .	 .

still are 26 minutes missing, or let us say 15 or even 10 minuted..

EN-hen S Matviyeyto-Mak is papable of anything. But I do not believe that she per-

sonally fed cyanide to Tandera. The German police Are of the same Opinioh.

And now let us analyze other aspects.

a. Potassium cyanide is . not a weapon the Soviets use in their fight against their

, political opponents. If it is proven that'Bandera was really poisoned by the Spviets

then this wv1J. be the first time they have used this means.

b. in view of the present political situation; would the Comnuhistitry to do away

With Bandera . '(at this time)?

c. Wouldn't the KGB have considered the fact that the death' of Bandera

gate :the Ukrainian emigres to mobilize their fight against the . dommunists in the 'whole

world?

d. 'Would it not benefit the CoMMUnists more to play along .silth Benders: through

Byron Matviyeyko as they have to date?
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All these are arguments in the 1:GB's favor. "Aurcver,,for, 	 Vie sake of objectiv-

ity, I will introduce arguments to chow that the =, could have done this.

a. The KCB were so well prop .e.re .l. to their attempt. on Bandera's life that they

wore sure the cause of his death would never be determined. After the first medical

investisation, the doctor in the hospital siLnea a formal statement of death in which

he stated that the cause of death was a stroke. This statement is available. The

2.;ch/OUN leadership accepted this statement, as did the wife of stelan sanders.. Doubt

were expressed only some time later.

b. The KGB considered that the game between MatViveyko and Bandera was ended and,

therefore, in conside-ation of future, more important plans they decided to liquidate

Handers. For some time Bandera had certain doubts about Myron Matviyeyko. Be began

to suspect KGB control. The British intelligence felt that there was a new hand func-

tioning. In the early summer of this year, Bandera received a completely false reply

to a question he sent to .:tl.tviyeyko. This awakened•in him even further doubts 	 In

connection with this he used the control question which is asked only in eases where

enemy control is suspected. In late September of this year a reply was received to

this control auestion. The reply was in every detail in accordance With the original

agreement. This satisfied Bandera but it is not known whether the KGB was convinced

that KGB control was not suspected. Further, in addition to this reply a request came

from Myron tt.tviyeyko to postpone the conference planned for November until late 1960, 	.

and instead to hold a. convention of the Zch/OUN , with,the GUN. Myron .Matviyeyko announced

that he would arrive, along with representatives from his home country, to this big con-

vention.
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Benders did in fact cancel the . planned conference and began to make

preparations for the larger convention. Didn't the KGB consider that since

Benders once suspected Myron Metviyeyko to be a communist agent he also would

be suspected when be arrived in Germany? In the fight between Benders and

Matviyeyko, Bander& would win. If Benders were removed from the scene, Matviyeyko

would be able to take care of himself, insofar as the others were concerned.

Therefore, Benders should be liquidated before the convention and the battle

ShotrId be conducted with others who will replace Sanders., someone who is not

as refined as Benders.

Realising this he t requested that when the SB notifies the homeland about

Bandera's death, the homeland should be asked Whom they would like to have

misled to replace Benders. To date, there has been no reply. This reply would

clarify a lot for us. There is another opiestion to which I-ipersonelly find no

answer and that is: when and who gave Benders. the poison and in what form.

Neither I nor the criminal police can discover the criminal This version

should be 'completely discarded', It must be pursued, but we will perhaps be

able to clarify it only after many years, probably after the expected visit of

MatVijetyko to Germany in 1960.

The third vertioMursol Sanders was poisoned by Myron Maiviyeyko Who had

been in Germany since six weeks previous to Bandera't death-and withshom'Berelere

had secret Settings.
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There is nothing to justify this version. It probably stems fran

members of the ON in the USA. It is pure speculation by the Zch/OUN op-

ponents. This version cannot stand up to criticism nor can the story that

Tandem was liquidated by the people of Nyithailo Lebed, his old political

opponent.

Stefan Bandera was liquidated by Myldosillte Lebed with the help of his 

people in Munich: It is difficult to determine who spread this vertion. At

any rate, General Gehlen i s group of the German intolligence investigated this

possibility. About a meek after Benders died, the informants of this group

who are closely connected with Ukrainian political affairs receiVed letters

which contained the foLlowing message: "In connection with the death of Benders

there are being circulated in MUnich mote or lees plausible stories. One of

them is that Benders was liquidated by his one tiMe colleague and present.

vigorous political opponent 2,6timilb Lebed. In accordance with our information,

',abed beade s group of people in Munich who . could accomplish a task of this

nature. It is requested that with the exception of his biographic data, you

make available to 1111 any information you may have regarding Nykkaikto Lebed,

especially regarding Lebed i e last visit to Germany, 4hom he met with while here

: and any other information which would help you to clarify the above- nentioned

stitement."'l

There was a p.s. added an the"bottom which stated; "how could such a story

have Originated and who, in your Opinion, is behind it?" It as not possible

to determine the : exact source of this version. It is necessary hoVever to be-

lieve that it came fran Zch/OUN in revenge for the various stories regarding the
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cause of Bendera's death which were being circulated by members of the ZP/U00,

or more specifioally, from Karlsplats, and which stories did not appeal to the

members of the Zch/OUN.

It is not improbable that this version originated with the Soviets Who

would have liked to take advantage of the situation to. instigate political mis-

trust and misunderstandin4n among the Ukrainian nationalist emigre' groups and

prevent thesgroups froi unifying in their reactions to the' news that Bandera

was liquidated by the "Memoir-Communist enemy." The majority of Gehlen's in-

formants was of the opinion that the above .emitionee40sion was typical

.provocation devoid of any sense whatsoever i They felt that it originated with

Soviet groups of blind Ukrainian party followers. All of Lebed's people in

Munich are well known. - There isn't one among them capeble of such an act.

Sven the SB did not suspect them, and besides, Lebed hasn4 t been in Germany for

more than a year. Lebed may have, considered Bandera his politicaLoppnnPht,

but he never, considered him an enemy and nobody USW; cyanide in theft dealings

with their political opponents.

It is difficult to say whether or not Clehlen's group, was satisfied with
f
, these explanations. At any rata. lineen be tore that German intelligence and

1 counter:intelligencemen will not take their eyes off Lebodi when he 'hove up in,
Germany. This will especially be true if the German criminal 'police are unable

to establish definitely whether or 'not Benders died as a result of potasaiUm

cyanide by another party or by citing suicide, =Uwe can expect it will be

impossible to determine the true canes.



Stefan Bander& committed suicide by the use of potassium cyanide. This

fifth and final versioajaccording to the factsiis the most logical. The fol-

lowing facts support this version.

(1) Handera's home life bad lately become so =bearable that his only

escape could have been suicide. His home life was unbearable for severe/

reasons, the most important were; as a result from BOMb very difficult exper-

ience in her life, and the fear of constant surveillance, Bandera's site had

practically lost all of her senses. If it weren't for the fact that she Was

the wire of the leader of the 71/OUN she would have been in an insane saylum

a year ago. All of Bandert's close friends inevabout her situation.

(Trans/ator: the rest of the paragraph talke abut Bandera's unsatisfactory

eex life, his seeking such diversions outside his base AD4 the resultant un-

controllable jealousy of his wife which lead to fights between them.)

, (2) Handers's wife forbid any of their female friends from visiting

their bone even when accompanied by their husbands. She looked at everyone as

a threat to herself. She forbade their male friends to visit themsbecause

Bendera would use the excuse of driving them home as an_opportunity to get out

for soma fun. In the past two years Stefan Hand&r& lived through such hell that

it was difficult for anyone to imagine. Se used every available opportunity to

get away from home, He gas always at work at 7:30, or the latest at 8, while all

otheramployeee-report to work at 9. All the others went home at 1700 while he

remained alone with bis troubled thoughts until 2200 or 2300, And at times he

didn't leave for he until midnight. His wife would telephone bin a dozen times

to be sure he van adtually at work. His wife made aIllorts of accusations

against him even in front of the children,. The daughters favored their mother

and the non favored Benders. These violent scenes made a very strong impresoion

.on the children, Benders could find no way out of this situation. During these
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quarrels be always threatenel , s_dicide. His wife would reply, "the quicker 	 :	 .1;
Yon do, the better it	 be for all of et" suad then she usually

y	
added,

but"	 you are too	 -tO commit euici
in 0 ec	 , rerp

(3) Pandora's wife purposely c_cmpramised his every move. She
ti.23:C 'Leit! '" Le 4

appear .without any character, a despot, a sadist, a liar,. ano;iL and nealreas...

There were tines when Benders brought Severe/ friends "his guards" along with

him whom Hrs. Bandera didn't , personally know. During such times she would

treat them so, rudely that he would . try to get than to leave as soon as possible

( here the author gives specific examples of scam of the things she used to do.)

Pandora, who considered himself a hero, and perhaps he was one, and an individual

who enjoyed the respect of the organised asees and to whom he VAS a "god", had

to bear the slander and accusations made by his wife who saw him only as A human

being, her husband and thejather Of her children. .This was more than he could

stand. The people who were acquainted with this situation felt that these tor-

tures (for which be often was personally to biome) were so horrible that any

.normal individual would hive committed suicide long ago.

Handera faced the problem of either ea:matting his wife to an insane esylum

or getting a divorce.' Be felt that in either case his wife would seek revenge

by telling more tale* about him. This unhappy, not normal situation turned.

Bendera into a bindle of nerve*: Be suffered several headaches which effected

his heart. Be was also tronbled.by rheumatism. He lay awake every night. Be-

cause of his nagging wife, be couldn't go out with his friends and he found no

neaae at home. In short, Benders toltad.hinself in a hopeless situation.
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Be was thus led to begin thinking 094 411#1-4.. BOWever, be gave this

very careful thought, planning to counter this act in such a way that suicide

would never be suspected but that, on the contrary, would lead to various inter-

pretations and suspicions that he was liquidated by the communists, thus permit-

ting him to remain a hero. Recent events presented an appertain.° time for hie

to commit suicide, specifically:

a; A former weber of the Kral leadership Pnrdyga-PUrdyg-ZbeChnskY's

who two years 480 escaped to the west via Poland and Vienna, admitted to the SB

that he was sent by the KUB to bring reshubato Beat Berlin. Another group of

individuals were also sent to the west in order to penetrate Benders's groUP.

At the request of the SB, While I was in Perla, I prepared a short

analysis on:the subject of why the Soviets could start terrorist activities in

the vest. Having analyzed all the recent happenings in the Ukraine (the court

proceedings in Badybylov, Stanislav and other cities, etc) 1 came to the con-

clusion that Soviets might start terrorist activities. I requested that everyone

keep alert. Benders read my.anelysis.

c. Veriovka's Ukrainian nationalist chorus Was. in Munich at that time and

Soviet ,diplcosats from Bonn were present, Therefore this was a , geed time to commit

suicide and place the blame on the Soviets :Bandines knew that notpadrowld,asia-
.,

peat 'that he might take hie own Life, Benders began to avoid his ,bodyguerds, It

appears that-Benders considered suicide several days•earlier bees.* he had been

bidding farewell to his guards at the entrance to his home end entering the elevator

alone: Here be would bide. behind the elevator and watch to see if the bodyguards

did actimlly leave.
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Be chose not to commit suicide in the office so that be wouldn't in-

convenience the employees and members of the Zch/OUN. He didn't choose his

home, in order not to inconvenience his wife, although she was the cause of his

hopeless situation,and also 1 that the could not testify to the fact that it

was suicide.

It is a fact that Handers bad a violent quarrel with his wife that very

morning. He threatened suicide and left home to go to the office before 8 a.m.

!-- Benders. employed the use of potaseium cyanide which be alwa,ys Carried on

i7 his person . and which, after his death, could not be found either on his person

(7- or in his home. Considering the above, I concluded that it was suicide by use

of potassiim cyanide. Motive: his .imbearable marital situation.

If anyone proves to me that the situation was other than that which I

have summarized. above, I shall never again take any interest in either politial

or intelligence work. However ., I en certain that no one will prove me wrong.

I think that the German commission which is Composed of :yrofeesional individuals

mill come to the same conclusion, even thaUgh all the inforaation that was

available to me will not be available to , them. It was not in the KGB interest

to have Bandera liquidated at this time. On the contrary, Bendera'a death inter-

fered with KGB plans for compromising the Zch/OUB:

The KGB was successful in getting Bander& to postpone the Zah/OUN conference

and plan for a big congress of the Zch/OUG in 1960. A. mmlor group of OCN members

from the Ukraine headed by Myron Matviyeyho were supposed to arrive for this

congress. Only part of this group (about 15 individuals) were supposed to return

to the Ukraine. The others including MyronMetviyeYko"were to remain in the West.

Whether or not, in view of the latest development, the KGB will be able to continue

its game of sending alelegation from the Ukraine to a congress is difficult to foresee.'



Attachment B to EGia.;48814

1 January 1960

Subject: The Death of Stefan RANDERS and Incidents at Radio
Free Europe, TsOPE and Zeppelinstrasse

Source of Information: PermmuULComments

1. The unexpected and unevplained death of the head of Zch/OUN, Stefan—:

Benders, has stirred up much speculation among his friends as well as his enemies.

To date,the exact circumstances of his death are not clear. While my private in-

vestigations and the investigations by the German criminal police seem to point up

the fact that StefanDandera committed suicide because of marital circumstances,

the zch/OUN is trying desperately to prove that Stefan Barulera was mxuSbered by the

Sovieta..

In support of the Zch/OUN version and the recent efforts to poison employees,

of RpE with atropine: This effort to poison RIPE employees with atropine gave the

Zcb/OUN a good arguMent. It supposedly offered proof that Soviet and Satellite

intelligence organilatimms-vere,emplOying,tbAL4e (4 Wis.= in their fight against

their enemies.

7urther activities bolster the Zch/OUN accusations that Benders died at the

hands of his enemies. Bare I have in mind the boabidg of theformer MOPE building

and the bombing. incident of the Zch/OUN building at Zappeliistrasse 67. .All-this7--

supposedly factually proves that the Soviets carried out an act of var , against the

Zch/OUN, the NTS, TWOPR and.RPE.

My personal thought regarding these matters is as follows. All these incidents

are independent of each other and concern completely different matters.
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a. Regarding the poisoning of the employees of RFE. This is a typical ex-

ample of American careerists in Europe which stems from their mentality of "how to

make a :mountain out of a molehill." The Czech intelligence, or perhaps even Yaroslav

Nemets personally decided to send a fly into RE. The American administrators of

this establishment tried to turn the fly into an elephant. However, their efforts

left only a bad taste. What I believe in connection with this and what I do not

believe:

(1) I believe that the Czech intelligence officer in Salzburg, Yaroslav

Nements, could have made contact With an employee of RFE or infiltrate one of his

'7v11 agents.

(2) I believe that. the employee could have been working for both sides;

i.e., play along . with the Czechs for the benefit of the Americans.

(3) I believe that this double agent received from Nemets atropine with

instructions to put . it in small doses . into the salt shakers in theBFE cafeteria.

(4)- 1-beileVe-that=thIi-ettblibie7WaS not supposed to kill anyone of the

members but only to produce delerlaWebStumi-vrlso-that-it .--was-designatedfor-L-

a large number of the salt shakers and not only for two of them.:

(5) I believe that the above-mentioned agent, having received this at

repine and appropriate instructions on,how . to;Arroceed, reported this fact to his .

chief and turned the matter over to his 'control. Here the patter should have

ended. Instead, purely.for political reasons (to' wit from the conviction that

one must make a mountain 'out of a' molehill), the Americans realizing what kind . of

poison they have to. deal with told the agent to put it into only twn of the shakers

and when the poison Was put into the shakers, the salt shakers were confiscated and the

propaganda-activities . against Czech intelligence was initiated by the Americans. The

Americans stated that they told the truth but they didn't tell the whole truth. They

publicized the matter in fantasy form,



The benefits could be such: Take adiantage of the opportunity to get PP play

against the Commist Czechs, and prove to EE financiers that RRE broadcasts Most

harmful to the Satellites since the Czechs tried to poison employees of the institu-

tion.

The harmful aspects: American intelligence opened itself to criticism that it

was seeking sensations. I do not intend to state what steps I would have taken in

this situation but I would not have stopped this game so readily and in such fashion.

1	 b. Regarding the TOOPBUIP0hin4,Tiret, a few comments about MOPE: TOOPE,

created by the NB, is financed by the Americana. It is guided by the

more specifica lly, by the K. If anyone thinks differently, then they will sooner

or later become convinced that they were wrong. The TOOPE bombing incident is in no

way, except merely coincidentally; connected. with the death of Stefan Bandera and

with the poisoning incident at RAE.

The two largest rival organizations in the Mast are Bch/OUN and NTS. The dif4

ference is that the ZehlOUN for some time now if:line:wing its own activities, while

the NTS'takes its money from anyone it can, Chiefly from the Americans, then from

the British and perhaps also from another third source.

The NTS like the Zch/OGN claims that it carries on its activities in the UWE,

that it maintains contact with a pet in the USSR, loaaat its disposal cadres in the

Seat Witting at any time to go to ,the4TBRIB,_etc,_,In short, the NTS claims.to:baone

of the greatest emigre threats to the pp, that the Zch/OUN:in comparison with the

NTS means nothing. That also is the opinion Of the majority of the American patrons

of the NTS.
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And now suddenly the KGB murders not an NTEPleader but the less dangerous

Stefan Benders.: There are suicides here and suicides there, but most of the world

press is convinced that Handers was murdered by Communists. If that is true, then

it meane that the 2ch/OUN and Benders were a pester threat than the NTS and., God

forbid, the AMerican financiers viiilbe-eo convinced and viii redirect their aid

from the NIS to the Zeb/0113. Therefore the MCMhaiko decided to ;lent a bomb in the

empty TICTS buildiag and in this way prOve that they are no lesser threat (to the

KGB) than the Kch/CVN.

This is so obvious that it is not necessary for one to be ,a counter-intelligence

man in order to understand what is really behind it. The Make wanted.., to-

that the NTS 14 we less .11, revolutionary organisation than the Zch/CUB and that their

OrgaalsitiOn is as much a threat to the KGB as is the Sch/OUN. NOwever, the NTS ob-

viously was lacking in other new ideas because .4.11ey repeated one of their old songs

which is so familiar to us all.'

In the Past year (or perhaps even in the early part of this year) an atteMpt

was . .made against the irm radio and that took Place after the radio was moved to anoth-

er point, actually two days later, After TtOTS moved:Pew:luxurious carters, a-hoMb7

ing incident took place in their old. building It occurs that no one is ever harmed,
in these' .(TWOPSead NTS) banbiags.

Pleasebelievi; me,' if:the KGB 'were to take any ectioP, , it vault do. So at , i more

appropriate time, not uró days later, :,end the desired resUlts wouldba Obvious. I

considered the stink bonb ' Placed at the zoh/oqm building several hOurs earlier wee

to serve the NIS purpose: That ie to prove, that the KGB plades beimtnil bombs in thiqr.:

(rig ) buildings but oaly,smokes out the Zch/OUN with stink bembs..
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ATTACHMENT C to EGMA 488744 4 January 1960

SUBJECT: The Visit by the Oberkomissar of the German Criminal 
Police, Adrian FUCHS

From conversations with Ivan HAS:HUB& it was evident that the police

investigations of BANDERAls death were being handled by a young, very

energetic Oberkomissar, , Adrian FUCHS. I also learned from KASHUBA that

FUCHS had interviewed at least fifty people regarding thia matter.

Adrian FWBS telephoned. on 8 December 1959 and asked me whether he .

could 'visit me and talk about the subject of BANDERA's death: I agreed-,

and on Thursday, 10 December 1959, my first conversation with FUCHS

took place in my home.

Mt. FUCHS told me that from conversations with various individuals,

he learned that I was a friend of S. BANDERA end that I could express

some opinions regarding his death. I told Mk. FUCHS that I was in

Munich at that time and that I had been living in Paris, France, for

some time now, but that I cbuld discuss with him and analyze with him the

various statements regarding HANDEFA's death. 	 •

I told him Of the five versions known to me (see my other report),

and we analyzed these various versions. Noting my objectivity in this

regard, FUCHS told me that he Was convinced that not only the members of .

the 55--KASHUHA and MUDRYK-- but also all members of the Zch/OUN leader-

ship were keeping certain facts from the Criminal Pollee,' facts Which

could bring to light the true cause of HANDERA's death. He stated that
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suicide was undoubtedly involved, and that for obvious political

reasons, the Banderites didn't want this fact to become known.

Further, the German Police have facts -which indicate that the

Banderites forbade certain individuals to reveal, any facts of S.

BANDEBA's case. The police questioned this, and they came to the

conclusion that statements made by these people tended to bring to

light the facts in this case. These indiVidUals are Dmytro MYSHKIV,

Sephan LENKAVSKY, and Vasil NINOVS'KY. Besides this, BANDERA's wife

was very talkative at first and revealed certain teats (as for instance,

the fact that BANDERA always carried cyanide an his person). She

later stated that she could not verify this fact. It was evident that

the Zch/OUN had forbidden her to talk.

FUCHS was so impressed with our three-hour Conversation that he

told me. this talk gave him more satisfaction and More facts than the

one hundred conversations he held with other individuals and that it

convinced him his 'analysis to date was correct. He told me that I

could easily replace armember of the commission engaged in the!investi-

gation of_BANBERA's death.

FUCHS met with me . again on 17 December 1959, at which time he was

more reserved. At first, I didn't know the reason, but Later KASHUBA

explained. During the second interview of BENTSAL, BENTSAL noticed

on FUCHS's desk a sheet of' yellow paper an which was written in German

the fact that M. KORZaAN of Paris was head of the commission investigating

the circumstances of BANDERA's death. It also listed Volodymyr DEYCHAKIVSKIY

of Canada and KASHUBA of Munich as members.
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Later FUCHS asked.BENTSAL whether KORZHAN was head of the com-

mission investigating the circumstances of BANDERA's death, and

whether DEYCHAKIVSKIY and KUSETEA were , members of the commission.

BENTSAL replied that he was not .a member of Zch/OUN, and he didn't

know Whether or not I was a member of this commission.

At . another time, FUCHS plainly told me that the German Cr1minp1 

Police Commission had become convinced that BANDER& committed suicide.

The commission had not established the motive, but they were on the

right track. He 'stated that it appears, in spite of the denials of

meabers of the SS and other members of the Zch/OUN leaderahip, that

S. BANDERA had a difficult home life andthat he spent ' much time in •

the company of other women. •Although I didn't give him any definite

details, I assured FUCHS that in my humble opinion the police were on

the right track and that it was necessary to investigate further.

I reassured him that BANDERA's home life VUS unpleasant,: especially .

as a result of his association with other women .. FUCHS promised to,

visit me after compIetion ,of the investigation of all the details, but

to date I have not • heard.from him.
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ATTACHMENT D TO EWA 48874, 4 JANUARY 1960

SUBJECT: Ivan KASHUBA's comments regarding BANDERA's last moments

of life.

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: Ivan KASBUBA

la support of my arguments that WHOM. committed suicide; I

add the following:

Ivan KASHUBA told me years ago that there were two Jewish

families living . in the house where /ANIMA lived. One of the families

maintained a young German nursemaid for their two children. S. BANDERA

was in love with this young girl and spent mauy'a aleeplesa night just

thinking about her. Re, used every occasion to meet her and talk to

her, and as Ivan KASBUBA said, it was 'possible that he met with her

secretly at night without the knowdedge Of his vile or her employer.

It is a fact that TANDERA's wife learned about this flirtation and treated

this girl with much contempt. On the morning of 15 October, BANDERA's

wife quarried bitterly with him over this girl. Because of this quarrel

RABBET% left home fifteen minutes earlier than be had planned. BIs

wife shouted after him, "Just wait. ; when you get he for lunch, I'll

finish my prayer for you.'

It is also .a fact that RANDERA died by the door of this Jewish,'

family, and the young German nursemaid was the first to came into the

/	 corridor,•sp4 as a trained•nurae, ahe began to wash the blot-4j
06- I	 4-

'-efeem1KBANDERA was still half alive and held her hand tightly. It is

'poisible that he purposely chose to die on her doorstep:

Stepan LENKAiS'KY knows a lot -about this love of BANDERA for the

nursemaid, but he does not wish to talk about it. He didn't even te.11

KASBUBA about it.
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U:npaHa: IaaH KAWYEA npo 0Tai4Hi MOMeHTm B XATTM 

aepeno 	 laam-HAWBA •

rrOnoamemimo oo moix apryMeHTka,mai M npania ma aoaaa
Torooito CTenam EldiZEPA ilencBP,M3 cam0r216Tso,a.o-aTroo .ze ronalc

Iadm j4 r TOm,y	 TmHi	 M3B meail ullsout4:3 . .TrCMI .,ae MO3 .

Crenam BAHREPA ma nepmomy noaepci amae i A 1BCM1 poamHa.

	

ogao5: 3 TMX pOAKH maxmaca -moo ManMX	 Ta Mica poAa7
Ha 3aTpyBRIBB B 1.eCe	 ,!.!oncay Mf_me .4a1:y 6oHy / aiaaamy	 nor-

1AmAY	 maxcaamm,aiTei.C.CTenm .tAMIPA 	 B Ty aim7i
KAMK,	criPAaoayme): npozia neoirmy 6eacomay mi q . im Talc CTpamHo
67a a mei anio6nem,mo minama ammma Tinatcm nymaa'Oo mei.4iM
aCe BmKpiD p4CT0ByiaB aar6A-1;o6a 3 meh) ayorpimyracsOm To riepeA
11omp,m4 To raper: Yi ga-apar i 3 Eero noroacroTm: Z.foo114ao TalcOir
TaR pam'aza	 1iEP.o	 M 3 	z:y.crpacm no Be izepam Tag rio nep;;;A,
xiHRoal . 1 nep-eA 	 0 c.. 4 -

GORTox,10 1H8 E c4EP oW4AipT'niatmmm7aaVat17.04t

ro, p.tiwrioAy 331140,r, nOrnmnaMa ace aaAiA7Aa T7 rS0HV,a BAHopt poth

fla
,

:6e3neper-,:a1,::.,3cmopki.TaRox a Ami 15.1,oat14m,Tobt3 p.amliomtoro

Ama	 aporiAa	 .4aloayc	 onn rneaombmy aaamT/upY.:

BAHOTA naamc 72ria	 4g;tv„. .3351i9 .PJpCd .3. 1,5 Wii1:7T

mmu IAN 	 3	 'F '13 aa Axm: '! il iA07,11,Tx npAimem
ma o61A,To n To6i me goiciutty CBOW " monnyey".'

,Daa•om eti<o)r. 6,1B0 EAILUEPA anal) Tpynom 	 nBepLIMaTOrOro *mniaci.lco

rO ' . .Aotry	 Et:-5irAa Ha KOp4Aop I RI<

Hmatiema cecTpa-meAm g ica,aoma nottaaa am ,,:aarv ilomy repos 3 yoT Ta,

3 mocaBAHAIEA !he 6ya Ea	 IHBM11 I Tp! ,rm.as I canbmo aa tTHy.

Moxn4B000 16.H ctligomo HH6pas c061, micme cmepTo aKpao nig, gaepm7

ma To?: r:oPM.

I;a0 Ty 336014 EkilAf! no 60mn aayc nplie 6oraTo CTenam

KABCIDICAti,m.,, e aim Himoro npo re me xoae rosopaTa.HaaiTa KARIYEI

He Rave yobc-o Toro.


